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1. Introduction 
This paper is a sequel to a previous one on generalised rings of infinite 
matrices [1], which will be referred to as GR, and whose contents will 
be assumed familiar below. 
In § 2, I give two further general theorems, suggested by results of 
H. S. ALLEN on Kothe-Toeplitz rings (cf. [2], Chapter 6). §§ 3, 4 comprise 
examples of the theory. We define the following sequence spaces: 
(i) a1, all x= {xt} such that _2tixtl converges 1), (ii) 0'00 , the space of all 
bounded sequences, (iii) r, the space of all convergent sequences, (iv) Z, 
the space of all null sequences, (v) -r, all x such that _2x, converges, 
(vi) 1p, all x such that 2ixt- Xt+1i converges, (vii) A., all x such that _2xt 
has bounded partial sums, (viii) ,u=Zn "P· a1, a00 , rand Z have been 
thoroughly investigated [2], [3]; for some properties of -r, 1p, cf. [4] and GR. 
Several proofs have been given that -rt=1fJ (cf. GR, 304). This result is 
a re-statement in our notation of a theorem of J. HADAMARD [5], whose 
method also yields that A_t =,a. Another proof of both these results, not 
in our notation, is given by G. H.~HARDY ([6], 50). I proved in GR that 
1pt=-r, and show in § 3 below that ,ut=A. . 
.A(-r) is the maximal associative g-ring of <5-matrices (GR, 304). In § 3 
below, the class .A(A., a00 ) is identified, and .A(A.), .A(,u) are shown to be 
maximal associative g-rings; in § 4, .A(1p) is also shown to be a maximal 
associative g-ring, although "Pt is not regular under g-'lpf1p-cgce, (GR, 299}. 
2. General theorems 
(2.1) In GR, I proved that if tx>c/> and txt is regular under g-rxttx--cgce, 
then .A(tx) is an associative g-ring. I now prove the following variant: 
Theorem 2. I. (i) If (a) tx>cf>, and (b) txt is regular under g-txt--cgce, 
then .A(tx) and .A(txtt} are associative g-rings; (ii) if, further, (c) txtt is 
regular under g-txtLcgce, then .A(tx}..;;; .A(txtt). 
(i) If txt is regular under g-txt--cgce, it is also regular under g-txttx--cgce, 
since tx<;txtt. Further, condition (b) is equivalent to the regularity of txttt 
under g-txttt txtt--cgce, since rxttt =txt (GR, Theorem 2. I.). It follows (GR, 
Theorem 3. III.) that .A(tx) and .A(txtt) are associative g-rings. 
1 ) L denotes L~1 throughout. 
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(ii) Again by GR, Theorem 3. III., we have .A(lX) =.A at(lX) .;;;;.A''(lXt) 
(from the definition of .A'at(lX)). Now since G\:t is g-perfect and also, by 
hypothesis, G\:t is regular under g-lXt-cgce and G\:tt is regular under g-lXtt lXL 
cgce, it follows from GR, Theorem 3. IV., Corollary, that .A''(lXt) =.A(lXtt). 
Thus .A'(lX) .;;;;.A'(lXtt), as required. 
Corollary. If, under conditions (a), (b) and (c) of the theorem, .A'(lX) 
is a maximal g-ring, then lX is g-perfect. 
For .A'(lX) = .A'(lXtt) implies lX = G\:tt (cf. [2), 300). 
(2.2) The next theorem is an improvement on GR, Theorem 3. IX. The 
proof is based on that of a theorem of H. S. ALLEN ([2], 343) on the field 
of a normal bound. 
Theorem 2. II. (i) If a g-ring C§ is semi-maximal (GR, 303), then 
(a) the columns of C§ form a seq~tence space lX, (b) the rows of C§ form a 
sequence space (3, (c) ~<f3<lXt and ~<lX<(3t, (d) C§.;;;;.A(lX)n ..4'((3). 
(ii) If, further, C§ is associative, then C§ .;;;;Jtp(lX). 
(i) If x is a row of a matrix A of C§, then ex is a row of cA (c being 
any scalar), which is also inC§, since the latter contains the scalar matrices. 
If E(p, q) is the matrix in which ep,q = l and all other elements are zero, 
we have [E(p,q)A]p,k=aq,k, i.e., the p-th row of E(p, q)A is the q-th row 
of A. Now if A, B belong to C§, and if xis the q-th row of A andy is the 
r-th row of B, then x+y is the first row of E(l, q)A +E(l, r)B, which 
also belongs to C§. It follows that the rows of C§ form a sequence space (3; 
similarly, considering AE(p, q), the columns form a sequence space lX. 
Also if A, B belong to C§, ~i an,t bt,k is convergent, so that lXo;;;;;{3t, {3.;;;;lXt, 
and since C§ contains Mt, (c) follows. 
Now if x is any point of lX, it is, say, the q-th column of some matrix 
A in C§, and if B is any matrix of C§, Bx is then the q-th column of BA, 
and so also a point of lX. Thus B is in .A'(lX), so that C§ .;;;;.A'(lX). Similarly, 
C§' .;;;;.A'((3), so that (d) is established. 
(ii) We now suppose that C§ is associative. Let x be any point in lX, 
and let u be any point in (3. The~ u is a row of some matrix A in C§, 
and xis a column of a matrix 0 in C§. Let B be any matrix of C§; then 
(u' B)x=u'(Bx) follows from (AB)O=A(BO). The result follows, from the 
definition of .A'p(lX). 
3. Matrices associated with A. and p, 
The class of matrices .A'(A., a00 ) is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. I. Let Vn= ~k lln,k ck. Then necessary and sufficient con-
ditions that {vn} belongs to a00 whenever {ck} belongs to A. are 
(i) ~llln,k-Yn,k+ll .;;;;M independently of n, (ii) lln,k-+ 0 as k-+ oo for 
every n 1). 
1 ) I am grateful to Mr. Levelt of the Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, for 
pointing out an irrelevance in an earlier version of this theorem. 
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We first prove the conditions necessary. The row-space of .-d(A., a00 ) is 
.A_t (GR, Theorem 2. VI.) and, since .A_t = fl-, it follows that condition (ii) is 
necessary, and furthermore that 2k[!ln,k-17n,k+II converges. 
Now let 2~= 1 CTc=Sn; then 
(3.1) 2V:=1!ln,kCk = 2V:=1!ln,k(Sk-Sk-I) = 2V:;;;l(gn,k-!ln,k+I)Sk+Sm!ln,m· 
Since !ln,m --+ 0 as m --+ oo, we have therefore 
(3.2) 
Now, writing !ln,k- !ln,k+l = hn,k, the matrix H = (hn,k) must belong to 
E(a00), and so be a Kr-matrix ([2], 302). The necessity of condition (i) 
follows. 
For sufficiency, the conditions ensure that the right-hand side of (3.1) 
converges as m--+ oo, so that (3.2) holds. Since [s1cj <N, we have 
12k(!ln,k-!ln,k+l)sk[ < 2kl!ln,k-gn,k+lj·jsk[ .;;;;NM, 
by condition (i). It follows that Vn is bounded, and the proof is thus 
completed. 
1(}.,, 0'00 ) includes the class of ,Bo-matrices [7]; it is not a g-ring, since 
for example it contains the matrix B defined by b1,1= 1/j for all i, and B2 
does not exist. 
A matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3. I., and so belonging 
to .-d(A., 0'00), will be called a ?;-matrix. 
(3.3) We now identify .-d(A.), which includes the g-ring of ~o-matrices 
([7], Theorem 3, V.). 
Let 2:'= 1 Vp=O'm. Then B belongs to .-d(A.) if and only if 
(3.4) Vn= 2k bn,Tc c1c exists (n= 1, 2, ... ) whenever {ck} belongs to A., and 
2vn has bounded partial sums, i.e., O'm is bounded. 
Writing ~=1 bi,k = !ln,Tc, we have 
(3.5) O'n= 2Tc !ln,Tc c1c, the existence of which is implied by (3.4). Conversely, 
writing !ln,k-!ln-l,k=bn,k (n= 1, 2, ... ), go,k= 0, the existence of (3.5) 
implies that of (3.4). Thus B belongs to .-d(A.) if and only if G, given by 
!ln,1c= 2f= 1 bt,Tc, is a ?;-matrix, i.e., (i) 2kl2f= 1 (bi,k-bi,k+I)j .;;;;M inde-
pendently of n, (ii) ~=1 bi,Tc--+ 0 as k--+ oo for all n. By taking n suc-
cessively as 1, 2, ... , condition (ii) is equivalent to (ii)' bn,k--+ 0 as k--+ oo 
for all n. 
Now if B belongs to .-d(A.), then (a) the columns of B belong to A., and 
(b) the rows of B belong to J.,t, (GR, Theorem 2. VI.). (b) includes condition 
(ii)' above; conversely, it can, of course, be shown that conditions (i), (ii)' 
together imply both (a) and (b). We have thus proved 
Theorem 3. II. 1(},) is the class of matrices B whose columns are 
in A. and rows in A.t(=fl-), and such that 2Tcl~-1 (b,,k-bi,k+l)j.;;;;M, in-
dependently of n. 
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(3.6) We next prove that ;.t is regular under g-J.t}.-cgce (GR, 299). 
Let Vn =Lie bj;') x1e, where b<n) = {bien)}= {bn,le} is a sequence of sequences 
in .At. If b<n) is g-}J 1.-cgt, Vn converges for every x in .?., and since b<n) is then 
also c-cgt, B must not only be a (-matrix but also a .So-matrix. Thus to 
find the set of g-J.t.A-cgt sequences, we seek the class of .So-matrices which 
belong to Jt(.A, T). 
Since Jt(.A, T) <Jf(.A, G00 ), it follows from (3.2) that 
Vn = l:1e (bn,k- bn,k+l) S7c, 
where S~c= 2~- 1 Xp, so that O={cn,k}={bn,k-bn,k+t} must belong to 
Jt(G00 , T). Since Lk lcn,kl converges for each n, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this are (i) 0 has column limits, (ii) the series .2;~e lcn,kl 
are uniformly convergent ([3], 311, Theorem 10.6, VI.). The first condition 
is automatically satisfied, since the columns of B belong to r. Thus a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a .So-matrix to belong to .A(.?., T) is 
that l:1e I bn,le- bn,le+ll =Lie I Cn,le I should be uniformly convergent. 
This means that given s > 0, there exists a positive integer m0 such that 
2i:'=m+1 fcn,k[<s if m>mo, for all n; therefore 12:i:'=m+ICn,k[<s,.i.e., 
(3.7} [bn,m+ll <s if m>mo, for every n. 
Thus bn,k --+ 0 as k --+ = for all n. Denoting lim bn,k by .B~c, and letting 
n-+oo 
n--+ = in (3.7), we have I.Bm+ll <;s for m>mo, so that 
(3.8) .B~c --+ 0 as k --+ =· 
Now let y~c=.B~c-.B~c+l· Then since c<n)={cn,le} is G1-cgt, it has a G1-limit, 
which is equal to its c-limit, i.e., y~e, and the latter is also in G1 ([3], 311). 
Thus 2: I.B~c- .Bk+ll is convergent, so that {.B~c} belongs to "P· 
Using (3.8}, it follows that 
(3.9} {.8 1c} belongs to p = .?. t. 
Now 2:~- 1 .B~c X~c= L~~l(.B~c-.Bk+l)sk+sm .Bm, and since Sm is bounded 
and .Bm --+ 0 as m --+ =, we have 
(3.10} 
Also, by (3.2}, we have 
(3.11} 
Since s= {s~c} belongs to G00 • which is normal, it follows that, given s> 0, 
l:1c f(y~c- Cn,k) s~cl <;s for n>N (s, s}, ([3], 289, equation (10.32)) and so 
[.2;kYkSk-.2;Tccn,kBk[<s for n>N. Thus lim .2;Tccn,k8Tc=.2;~cykSTc, and 
we can now deduce n-+oo 
(3.12) lim .2;Tcbkn)Xk= lim .2;Tcbn.kX1e= lim LkCn,kBk= LkYkSk= Lk.8kXk. 
n--+oo n~oo n-+oo 
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From (3.9), (3.12), it follows that A.t is regular under g-}.,t A.-cgce. 
(3.13) Using GR, Theorem 3. III., it follows that uK(A.) is an associative 
g-ring. If Ll denotes the g-ring of o-matrices, Jt(A.) n Ll is the class of 
o0-matrices, itself a g-ring. 
(3.14) We next show that flt=A.. 
Since A.t = fl, it follows that pt > },. To show that flt = },, it is therefore 
sufficient to show that, given any sequence {ck} such that :L ck has 
unbounded partial sums, there exists a sequence {bk} of fl such that 
I bk Ck is divergent. 
Let Ck=Pk+iqk, where pk, qk are real. ·without loss of generality, we 
may suppose that LPk has unbounded partial sums, and that there is a 
sub-sequence of these which tends to + oo. Thus there is an infinite 
sequence of integers ni such that I~ij-~ -l Pk > 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . . Now we 
take bk= 1/p for k=np to np+l-1, so that {bk} belongs to fl, but 2,bkPk 
diverges, and therefore so does .L bk Ck. Thus, to every 2 ck with un-
bounded partial sums, there corresponds a sequence b of fl such that 
I bk ck is divergent, and it follows that flt =A.. 
(3.15) Since A.t=fl, flt=A., it follows that A., ,u are g-perfect (GR, 299), 
and since A_t is also regular under g-A.t A.-cgce, we can deduce that uK(A.) 
is a maximal associative g-ring (GR, Theorem 3. V.). 
(3.16) We now prove that A. is regular under g-A.-cgce. 
Let ccn> = {cic">} = {cn,k} be a sequence of sequences in A., and let b be any 
sequence in fl· Then if I~=l c1"> =sic">, for any given n we have 
!"1:=1 bk Cn,k = !"1:=1 bk(sicn>- sk~1) = "'i,Y:~l(bk- bk+l) sic">+ s~> bm, 
and since bm -+ 0 as m -+ oo and s~> is bounded, it follows that 
Vn = Ikcn,kbk = Ik(bk-bk+l)sic">. 
Now since ak = bk-bk+l is in a1, it follows that {sj~>} belongs to 0'00 , and 
if Vn is to converge for all b in fl (so that c<n> is g-J..-cgt), we have sic">-+ s1c, 
where {sk} is also in 0'00 , since a00 is regular under g-p-cgce and also cgce-
closed ([3], 291, 292). Thus if cen> is g-A.-cgt, Vn-+ Ik ak Sk as n-+ 00, Now 
since Sk= L~=l Cp belongs to 0'00 , {ck} belongs to J.., and so (as for (3.10) 
above) Ik ck bk = Ik sk ak. Thus lim Vn = Lk c1c bk, and the result follows. 
n-+oo 
(3.17) It now follows (GR, Theorem 3. IV., Corollary) that uK'(J..)= 
=vK(J..f)=Jl(fl), and so (GR, Theorem 3. VIII.) that uK(fl) is also a 
maximal associative g-ring. 
4. Matrices associated with -r and 1p 
(4.1) As mentioned in (2.1), I proved in GR the following 
Theorem 4. I. If (i) cx>4> and (ii) ext is regular under g-cxtcx-cgce, 
then uK(cx) is an associative g-ring. 
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(4.2) I now show that rt is TegulaT undeT g-rtr--cgce. L. S. BoSANQUET 
has proved (cf. [3], 65) that necessary and sufficient conditions for 
Vn = Lk gn,k Ck to tend to a finite limit as n --+ oo whenever l;1c Ck = s is 
convergent, i.e., {ck} belongs to r, are (A) zk)gn,Tc-gn,k+ll <,M, (B) 
lim gn,lc = fh for every fixed k. Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, 
n-->oo 
then (C) lim Vn=fhs+ ZTc (f3Tc-/h+l) (s1c-s), where s1c= ~=I Cr. 
n-->oo 
Now, since Z is normal, zt =Z* = c11 ([3], 277), so that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the convergence of z1c (fh- /3Tc+l) (s1c- s) whenever 
S7c--+S is that {f3k-/3Tc+l} belongs to c)I, i.e., {!'fTc} belongs to 'If· Since also 
rt = 7p, we thus have a necessaTy and sufficient condition foT the existence of 
eitheT (a) f31s+ z1c (f3Tc-t'$Tc+l) (s1c-s) or (b) Zk t'$1c c1c, whenever z c1c is con-
vergent, is that {f31c} belongs to 7p 1 ). Furthermore, the sums of the series 
are then equal, since 
(4.3) Z%= 1 (t'fk- t'$k+l) (sk- s) = Z%= 1 /3k Ck- t'$1s- t'fn+l (sn- s), and 
t'fn+l (sn-s)--+ 0 as n--+ oo. 
Also conditions (A), (B) above imply that {t'fn} belongs to 7p, for (A) 
implies Z%'= 1 Jgn,k-gn,k+ll<M for any positive integer m and all n, and 
hence (B) implies Z%'= 1 J/3Tc-t'$k+Il<M. Since m is arbitrary, it follows 
that Lk)/3k-t'fk+Il<M, i.e., {f31c} belongs to 'If· 
We can now deduce that if {ck} is any sequence of rand {gfonl}= {gn,k} 
is any g-p-cgt sequence in 7p=rt, then Zk gfonl c1c--+ Lk /3k Ck as n--+ oo, 
where {f3k} is in 7p, i.e., rt is regular under g-rtr-cgce, as required. 
As a corollary, using Theorem 4. I., we recover the result that .A(r) 
is an associative g-ring (I proved in GR that it is, in fact, a maximal one). 
( 4.4) 7p t = r is not regular under g-·1pt 7p-cgce. 
For let x<nl = e<nl, where efonl = I if k = n and = 0 otherwise, and let UTe= I 
for all k. Then x<nl is in r and u is in 7p; Xk = lim xfonl = 0 for every k, and 
n-->oo 
we have Lk x!:> U1c= 1 but Lk Xk U1c=O. The result follows, and hence the 
following theorem shows that condition (ii) of Theorem 4. I. is not 
necessary for .A(1X) to be an associative g-ring. 
Theorem 4. II. .A(VJ)=.A'(r), and is thus a maximal associative 
g-ring. 
This result was, in effect, stated without proof by G. KoTHE and 
0. TOEPLITZ, (8], 226. 
We have .A(r)=LI, the maximal associative g-ring of o-matrices (GR, 
304), the latter being defined by the properties (i) Ln an,k is convergent 
for all k, (ii) Lk1Lf= 1 (ai,k-ai,k+l)J <,M. Also Ll' <,.A(7p), since any sequence 
in 7p can be considered as a o'-matrix whose first column consists of that 
1 ) I am indebted to Dr. Bosanquet for most helpful correspondence concerning 
this result. 
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sequence, all of its other elements being zero. Further, Ll' is a maximal 
g-ring, since Ll is maximal, (GR, Theorem 3. VIII.). 
Now the row -space of vii ( 1p) is 1p t = -r, and the column -space is 1p; it 
remains to prove that only o' -matrices belong to vl/(1p), i.e., if B belongs 
to vl/(1p), then Lk I :Lf~ 1 (bk,i-bk+1,i)[ <:,.111. 
From the definition, vl!(1p) consists of all matrices B such that the 
convergence of :L[ui+1-ui[ implies that of :L[vk+1-vk[, where Vk= Libk,iUi, 
Now let OJ be any point of /h( <1p) and let t1c= Li bk,i OJi, so that tis in 1p, 
since B belongs to vl/(1p). Also let ak,i= Ib~ 1 (bk,p-bk+1,p), ak,o=O 
(i, k=l, 2, ... ),so that ak,i-1-ak,i=bk+1,i-bk,i, and we have 
Now :Lf~ 1 (ak,i-1-ak,i)OJi= .L?:::l ak,i (OJi+1-0Jt)-ak,n OJn. When n--+ co, 
ak,n converges since the rows of B belong to -r, and OJn --+ 0 since OJ is in 
fh; and so we have 
( 4.6) t1c+1- tk = Li(ak,i-1 -ak,i) OJi = Li ak,i(OJi+1- OJi)-
Now {OJt+1 -0Ji} is an arbitrary sequence of a1, since if 'U is any point 
of 1p and Ui --+ ex as i --+ co, we can choose OJ so that OJi = Ui- ex, and then 
OJt+1 -0Jt=Ut+1-Ut. Since t is in 1p, so that {tk+1-tk} is in a1, it follows 
that A= (aJc,i) must belong to :L(a1), and so be a Kc-matrix ([2], 301). 
Thus we have 
Iki:Lr~l(bk,i-bk+1,i)[ = :Lki:Lr=l(ak,i-ak,i-1)[ = :Lkiak,n[ <111 
for all n. It follows that, ifthe matrix B belongs to vl/(1p), it is a o'-matrix, 
and so the proof is completed. 
I express my thanks to Dr. H .. G. CooKE for helpful criticism received 
during the preparation of this paper. 
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